
WRITING AMPLIFICATION SYSTEM

Write amplification (WA) is an undesirable phenomenon associated with flash memory and . This can significantly
reduce the performance of the system.

For this reason, SSD controllers use a technique called wear leveling to distribute writes as evenly as possible
across all the flash blocks in the SSD. So the single L1 sstable we are compacting will overlap around 10 of
the L2 sstables. L3 is a run and therefore cannot have any duplicate data. In order to be accessible later, data
files and their associated location metadata must be completely written to the media before power to the
system is turned off. A run is a log-structured-merge LSM term for a large sorted file split into several smaller
files. But why is it terrible? We end up writing the same data to disk over-and-over many more times than
STCS did, which in many mixed read-write workloads can cause the disk to not be able to keep up, and both
write and read performance can suffer. Eliminating redundant cloud storage system caches is the first step. It
actually has a worst case where we can get 2-fold space amplification. Further information: Trim computing
TRIM is a SATA command that enables the operating system to tell an SSD which blocks of previously saved
data are no longer needed as a result of file deletions or volume formatting. For which kinds of workloads
does it cause serious problems? This is, of course, a great result â€” compare it to the almost 8-fold space
amplification we saw in the previous post for STCS! The maximum speed will depend upon the number of
parallel flash channels connected to the SSD controller, the efficiency of the firmware, and the speed of the
flash memory in writing to a page. Ultimately, this increases granularity by orders of magnitude on SSD
devices. In this case, the last level only has about half of the data, half of the data may be duplicated, so we
may see 2-fold space amplification. For these types of workloads, write amplification does not matter, and
LCS is a great choice as it provides low space amplification and read amplification. Unfortunately, the process
to evenly distribute writes requires data previously written and not changing cold data to be moved, so that
data which are changing more frequently hot data can be written into those blocks. Therefore, separating the
data will enable static data to stay at rest and if it never gets rewritten it will have the lowest possible write
amplification for that data. This dramatically reduces the influence of WA cycles. So if a block of data is
bytes, a bit value written to keep track of that block translates into a ratio of to 1. In such a use case, we most
frequently compact the low levels most frequently L0 and L1 , and because most of the writes are
modifications of data in those low and recently written! Note that as the data size grows, the number of tiers,
and therefore the write amplification, will grow logarithmically O logN. This requires numerous writes to
these tables, and while it provides an extra layer of safety, new file systems designed to work with solid-state
memory are starting to replace these models. Significantly worse. Leveraging page metadata to reduce file
system overhead Traditional file systems that rely on an allocation table, journal or master record protect all
file metadata to ensure durability even in the event of system failures. The second example we saw in the
previous post was an overwrite workload, where the same 1. It was first introduced in Cassandra 1. If the SSD
has a high write amplification, the controller will be required to write that many more times to the flash
memory. If disk bandwidth needed by writes exceeds what we can do, LCS compaction can no longer keep up.
Currently, file systems often keep additional caches with the hopes of speeding the system up, but this only
increases speed when working with mechanical drives. During this phase the write amplification will be the
best it can ever be for random writes and will be approaching one. In a perfect scenario, this would enable
every block to be written to its maximum life so they all fail at the same time. So we can have at most 1.
Again, this involves compacting one sstable from L2 and about 10 sstables from L3. Write amplification must
be reduced System administrators need to reduce write amplification, as it adds overhead and reduces the life
of chips. If the user or operating system erases a file not just remove parts of it , the file will typically be
marked for deletion, but the actual contents on the disk are never actually erased. At this point you may be
asking yourself: Why does the high write amplification of LCS really matter? LCS does not have the
temporary disk space problem which plagued STCS: While STCS may need to do huge compactions and
temporarily have both input and output on disk, LCS always does small compaction steps, involving roughly
11 input and output sstables of a fixed size. The key is to find an optimum algorithm which maximizes them
both. By the end of the run, most of the data was in the largest sstable and for each byte of data to reach there
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it had to be written four times: once when flushed into an sstable for the first time, and three more times as it is
compacted from one tier into the next larger tier. The first example was straightforward writing of new data at
a constant pace, and we saw high temporary disk space use during compaction â€” at some points doubling the
amount of disk space needed. Modern hard disk drives now also store error correcting codes ECC within each
sector in order to assure data accuracy. For such workloads, LCS will have terrible performance, and not be a
reasonable choice at all however, do note that above we saw that some specific types of workloads, those
mostly overwriting recently-written data, have low write-amplification in LCS. It then finds the roughly 10
sstables in the next higher level which overlap with this sstable, and compacts them against the one input
sstable.


